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Abstract. Tracking of a camera pose in all 6 degrees of freedom is
a task with many applications in 3D-imaging as i.e. augmentation or
robot navigation. Structure from motion is a well known approach for
this task, with several well known restrictions. These are namely the
scale ambiguity of the calculated relative pose and the need of a certain
camera movement (preferably lateral) to initiate the tracking.

In the last few years time-of-flight imaging sensors were developed
that allow the measuring of metric depth over a whole region with a
frame rate similar to a standard CCD-camera.

In this work a camera rig consisting of a standard 2D CCD camera and
a time-of-flight 3D camera is used. Structure from motion is calculated
on the 2D image, aided by the depth measurement from the time-of-flight
camera to overcome the restrictions named above. It is shown how the
additional 3D-information can be used to improve the accuracy of the
camera pose estimation.

1 Introduction

Determining the position of a single moving video camera without the help of
markers is a well researched problem. One of the most promising solutions is the
Structure From Motion (SfM) technique, where simultaneous to the camera pose
estimation a sparse scene structure is reconstructed from prominent 2D-features,
that are tracked throughout a video sequence.

A recent approach to measure the shape of a surface in a field of view (FOV)
is the PMD-Camera. This camera is using the Photo Mixing Detector (PMD)
technology to measure depth values in a FOV, with a frame rate comparable to
a common CCD video camera. The PMD-Camera is based on the time-of-flight
principle [9]. This paper is discussing how a time-of-flight camera can be used
to aid SfM and which benefits and limitations can be expected.

2 Previous Work

Much work was undertaken in the field of camera tracking and SLAM [2] using a
single moving 2D-camera. The main contributions were gathered by Hartley and
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Zissermann in [3], a profound overview was given by Lepetit and Fua in [10].
There was also much research done in the field of 3D-imaging based on the
time-of-flight principle [15][7].

Using the depth images of a time-of-flight camera to improve camera tracking
in 6 degrees of freedom is a fairly new idea and is based on the work of Prasad
et al. [12]. There a low resolution 3D-imaging sensor is combined with a con-
ventional high resolution 2D-CCD. The pixel correspondence is assured by an
optical image multiplier which is delivering the same optical information to both
measuring devices. The high resolution image information of this device enables
SfM calculation aided by a known corresponding depth.

2.1 Structure from Motion

The basic idea of SfM is discussed in [11], where a single camera is moved in
a static scene and simultaneously the camera position is tracked and a sparse
3D-model of the scene is generated. This method works in realtime [4] without
any prior knowledge of the scene, especially without knowing the scene depth.

There are approaches where already depth information is used to aid the SfM
task. Koeser et al. [5] i.e. create a scene model in an offline phase. This model is
used to generate 3D-points in the online phase, where the camera pose can be
estimated in realtime.

There are restrictions in the SfM approach, that limit its usability for cer-
tain applications as i.e. robot navigation. One restriction is the necessity of an
initial camera movement to be able to start the tracking. A lateral movement
leads to better initialization results than a forward movement. In addition the
camera pose and scene structure is computed “up to scale”, which means that
all gathered distances are scaled with an arbitrary factor.

Based on only SfM navigation a robot would have to start moving without
knowing anything about its surrounding and also would be unable to detect
the real metric distance to an obstacle in its way. In addition the direction for
a common robot movement is forward. This is an ill posed problem for the
standard SfM approach.

2.2 Photo Mixing Detector (PMD) Technology

The time-of-flight technique measures the metric distance to an object. Modu-
lated light is sent out, reflected by the object and received by an appropriate
detector. By sampling and correlating the incoming optical signal with a refer-
ence signal it is possible to calculate the time-of-flight for the light ray. Knowing
the time, it is easy to calculate the distance the light covered from sending to
receiving and thus the distance of the reflecting object.

The PMD technology uses the time-of-flight principle to measure the depth
over a whole FOV [15]. The scene is illuminated by LEDs sending out modulated
near infrared light. The light is reflected by all visible objects and received by
an image sensor, that is comparable to a CMOS chip of a common digital camera.
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Also the manufacturing corresponds to the standard CMOS manufacturing
process. This allows a very economic production of the device. Due to an auto-
matic suppression of background light the sensor can be used for indoor as well
as for outdoor scenes, which is a strong precondition for mobile robot navigation.

Current devices provide a resolution of 64 × 48 with active background light
suppression, the maximum FOV is 40◦. The restriction in the FOV is due to
the necessity of a bright active illumination of the measured scene. The camera
frame rate is 25 Hz and the modulation frequency is 20 MHz, resulting in an
unambiguous range of 7.5m.

2.3 Camera Setup and Test Sequences

The performance increase of SfM with 3D-imaging was measured on simulated
image sequences as well as on real camera data.

The real image sequences were generated using a rig of a high resolution 2D
camera rigidly fixed to a low resolution PMD-camera, figure 1 shows the setup.
We used a PMD-camera from PMD-Tech [7], based on the technology described
in section 2.2, with a resolution of 64×48 and a horizontal FOV of only 23.1◦.
The 2D camera was a standard CCD-camera with a resolution of 1024×768 and
a horizontal FOV of 42.3◦. The alignment of the cameras assured that the FOV
of the PDM-camera was completely covered by the 2D camera. For calibrating
the rig we used the Bouguet calibration toolbox [1] similar to Kolb et al. in [6].
With this calibration the depth data was mapped to the 2D-image, an image
pair is shown in figure 1. In recent publications the accuracy of the PMD-camera
was evaluated [8] and the measured depth values were calibrated [6]. The results
from these publications were used to get well calibrated depth data with known
uncertainty.

For the real image sequence no ground truth information is available, so it
is necessary to evaluate the pose tracking performance also on synthetic data,
where we are able to quantify the estimation results. The simulated 2D-images
have a resolution of 1024×768 and a FOV of 80◦, the depth images have a
resolution of 64×48 pixel and a FOV of 40◦. Image pairs from the simulated
sequence are shown in figure 2. We use the results of [8] to simulate depth noise
for the synthetic PMD-images.

Fig. 1. 2D/3D-camera rig with image pair, PMD-image mapped to match 2D-image
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3 Using Depth Information for Camera Tracking

The usage of metric depth images for camera pose estimation has three main
advantages:

– The camera poses can be estimated in a metric coordinate system.
– The camera pose estimation starts from the first frame, no initial movement

is necessary (see section 3.1).
– The camera pose estimation is improved by using the additional depth in-

formation.

How these improvements are achieved is described in the following sections.

3.1 Metric Pose Estimation from the First Image

Traditional SfM camera tracking always needs two images for initialization.
These images must provide an adequate baseline in order to triangulate 3D-
points with the necessary accuracy. Movements parallel to the optical axis are
ill conditioned for small FOV cameras, a stable triangulation of 3D points can
hardly be achieved. An initial sideways camera movement is mandatory.

With additional metric depth information available it is possible to estimate
metric 3D scene points and to establish a metric coordinate system for a single
camera image. The coordinate system has its point of origin in the first camera
center and the cameras optical axis is at zero rotation. Tracking can start from
the first frame without an initial camera movement.

To facilitate tracking we estimate covariances for the 3D-points. The standard
deviation of the PMD-depth data was measured by Kuhnert et al. in [8] as

σz = 2.734 ∗ 10−3d2 + 2.867 ∗ 10−3d − 4.230 ∗ 10−4,

d is the measured depth in meters. The standard deviation in x and y direction
is influenced by the 2D feature tracking accuracy. In this work the KLT-corner-
tracker [13] was used. Its standard deviation is given as σKLT = 0.25 pixel. This
can be back-projected to the 3D-point by

σx = σy = σKLT /fPMD ∗ d

with d as above and fPMD as the focal length of the PMD-camera in pixel.
Knowing the standard deviations along the three axes we are able to approx-

imate the covariance matrix ΣCam
3D of a 3D-point X in the camera coordinate

system. The transformation of ΣCam
3D into the global coordinate system ΣWorld

3D

needs the 4 × 4 affine transformation matrix T , with rotation matrix R and
camera center C in global coordinates.

ΣWorld
3D = TΣCam

3D T T with ΣCam
3D =

⎛
⎝
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3.2 Pose Estimation and Structure Update

By knowing 3D-points and a camera pose in a metric coordinate system it is
now possible to estimate the camera movement for the next image in metric
scale. 2D-features in the high resolution 2D-images can be tracked with high ac-
curacy, and the 6DoF-camera pose can be estimated by a Levenberg-Marquardt-
minimization from the known 2D/3D-correspondences, facilitated by a RANSAC
to remove outliers [3].

Knowing the pose, again 3D-points and their covariances can be estimated in
the global metric coordinate system as described above. Having two instances of
the same 3D-point, these can be merged with a Kalman Filter [14]. Because the
3D-point is assumed to be static and its coordinates can be measured directly,
the Kalman equations can be simplified to

Xnew = X1 + G ∗ (X2 − X1)
ΣXnew = (I3×3 − G) ∗ ΣX1

with G = ΣX2 ∗ (ΣX1 + ΣX2)
−1

where X1,2 are the 3D-positions of the points 1 and 2, ΣX1,2 are the 3×3-
covariance matrices of points 1 and 2. Xnew is the new merged point and ΣXnew

its covariance. G is the gain matrix from the Kalman equations.
It is still possible to additionally use all SfM standard methods, i.e. trian-

gulation of 3D-points in 2D-image parts without depth information. 3D-points
can still be optimized by minimizing the back-projection error into the current
2D-image, a standard technique for SfM on 2D-images.

4 Results

The described method was evaluated on real as well as synthetic image sequences.
The results are described in the following sections.

4.1 Synthetic Image Sequence

To be able to calculate correct pose estimation errors a synthetic 2D/3D-image
sequence was used. For a description of the simulated camera setup see sec-
tion 2.3, sample images are shown in figure 2. The image sequence is difficult
to track for standard SfM, because it starts with a forward movement that is
common i.e. for a moving robot but very disadvantageous for SfM.

The movement is starting in z-direction and the main movement is in the
x-z-plane. It is overall covering 2.1m in x, 0.27m in y and 2.4m in z, the scene is
at a distance of 4.5m to 7.5m for the starting image. The camera is also rotated
during the movement. Figure 4 shows the camera path, the path is a closed loop
of 101 images. Two sequences were generated, the first with ideal depth data
despite the low spatial resolution, the second with noise added to the depth
data. The σz of the noise was taken from [8].
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Fig. 2. Synthetic 2D/3D-image pairs. Left: no noise, Right: noise added.

SfM was run on these sequences evaluating three different scenarios:

1. 3D-points were created only from triangulation of 2D-features.
2. 3D-points were created only from the 3D-depth-images.
3. 3D-points were created from depth images as well as from 2D-triangulation,

in regions where no 3D-information is available. This increases the solid angle
in which known 3D-points are tracked to the FOV of the 2D-camera, while
still keeping the metric initialization and the 3D-point stabilization.

For scenario 1 the whole sequence was scaled for comparison. The scale fac-
tor was calculated using the known ground truth distance for the initialization
movement. In scenario 2 and 3 the estimated camera poses were not scaled or
modified. The average translation and rotation errors are shown in table 1, ab-
solute in m or degree as well as relative to the overall camera movement. The
error progression over the sequences is shown in figure 3 for the ideal and noised
depth data. Strong improvements are visible for scenarios 2 and 3 compared to
scenario 1. Scenario 3 outperforms scenario 2 only for rotation estimation. The
rotation in scenario 3 is stabilized by the higher FOV while translation estima-
tion is worse due to the large z-errors of the triangulated points. On the sequence
with the noise added, certain camera poses are estimated wrong. This does not
introduce a drift, the pose estimation regenerates fast.

Please notice that in scenario 2 for the first 20 images all 3D-points are located
in a solid angle of 40◦, since all points are created from the narrow 3D-image.
With the sideways camera movement 3D-points are then moving out of the
PMD-camera FOV and points in a larger solid angle are tracked.

Figure 4 is showing the ground truth and the estimated camera paths as a top
view on the x-z-plane. In figure 4(a) scenario 1 is shown. The main reason for
the translational error is the drift that is accumulated over the whole sequence.
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Fig. 3. Errors on synthetic sequence with (a) exact depth (b) noise on depth

Table 1. Average translation and rotation errors for synthetic sequences. The relative
translation is relative to the total camera movement.

Absolute Average Relative Average Absolute Average
Translation Error Translation Error Rotation Error

1. Only 2D 0.29m 10.16% 0.77◦

2. Only 3D 0.09m 2.63% 0.22◦

3. 2D/3D 0.12m 3.41% 0.13◦

2. Only 3D with noise 0.08m 3.37% 0.23◦

3. 2D/3D with noise 0.12m 4.30% 0.32◦

Its origin is the initial forward movement, that provides very bad triangulation
baselines. The camera path for scenario 2 is shown in figure 4(b). Here the pose
estimation for the forward movement is more accurate and thus the estimation
overall better resembles the ground truth data.

4.2 Real Image Sequence

We used the 2D/3D-camera pair from section 2.3 generate an image sequence
that is again starting with a forward movement of about 30 images and is very
difficult for standard SfM. To be able to assess the quality on a free hand cam-
era movement, 75 images were processed in a forward-backward-loop with a
hard turn at image 75. Ideally the camera positions for forward and backward
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4. Ground truth vs. estimated camera tracks on synthetic sequence without noise.
(a) Scenario 1 - Only 2D (b) Scenario 2 - Only 3D.

Fig. 5. 2D/3D-pairs from the real image sequence

movement should correspond. The scene distance is between 0.6m and 1.1m, the
camera movement spans 0.24m in x, 0.1m in y and 0.44m in z direction. Some
images of the processed sequence and their depth maps are shown in figure 5.

The forward movement and the small 2D-camera FOV (42.3◦) make SfM on
2D-images (scenario 1) impossible. While the movement direction is estimated
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Fig. 6. Errors for the real image sequence. Differences between forward and backward
track. Tracking on pure 2D data was impossible on this sequence.

correctly, the moved distance is estimated very inaccurate. The baseline for tri-
angulating 3D-points is extremely short, thus the 3D-points have high errors in
z-direction. This leads to a strong drift and a fast degradation of the camera
track. No convergence could be reached.

The PMD-depth data is suitable to compensate for this distance misestima-
tion. When using the 3D-data to aid pose tracking, SfM estimates a reasonable
camera track. The average translation error between identical images in forward
and backward movement for scenario 3 is 0.037m, the average rotation error is
2.9◦. The overall performance on the real sequence is shown in figure 6. The error
is small near image 75, where the forward-backward turn was just performed.
Near image 1 the drift accumulated over 150 images under extremely difficult
conditions. In contrast to the evaluation on synthetic data, scenario 3 slightly
outperformed scenario 2 on real data, for translation as well as for rotation
estimation. This was repeatable on different image sequences.

5 Conclusion

In this work it was shown how a 3D-PMD camera can be used to improve camera
pose estimation with a modified SfM approach. The results show that the 3D-
camera enables a valuable improvement to the camera tracking performance.
Qualitatively because the estimation can be done starting from the first image
in a metric coordinate system and quantitatively by improving the accuracy of
the estimated pose.

Since PMD-cameras will experience a significant price drop in the next few
years when productions processes are improved, such a camera provides an in-
teresting and simple way to enhance the pose estimation of a single moving
camera.
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